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Malkith the Gallows Wizard was an obsessed necromancer who wore a grayscale jester’s cap in the court 

of Ulverland. He founded the Winter School of Orxham. Studies in the Winter School can reveal these 

secrets, but learning any of the spells outside that elite tower is rare. Most Gallows Wizards serve the 

Ulverland military at some point, helping their nation feed the carrion birds they hold so dear. 

 

 

The reader can find one useful fact regarding the necromantic history in Ulverland, or about a specific 

kind of undead creature, reading in the book. Also, the book contains death talents, spell research, and 

energy flow between the worlds of the living and the dead. 

 

 

 Impeding Gaze. Rested. Impede action. Make eye contact with a target up to 1 arena away per 

Awareness. Impede the target with your Commitment, the target can resist with Commitment or 

Daring. The target cannot counter-attack, and if pinned, the target remains pinned until you look 

away. 

 

 Morbid Tidings. Rested. Focus action. Summon a magical raven to carry a short message (four 

sentences or less) to any one recipient the caster knows personally. The raven finds the intended 

recipient instantly. The recipient automatically knows who sent the raven. The raven is only used to 

deliver bad news that provokes terror or horror, doubling the difficulty to resist it. The message must 

be true. 

 

 Paralytic Touch. Rested. Focus action (upgrades to combat action). Attack unarmed. If you hit, 

instead of doing damage, you paralyze the target; the target must roll higher than 6 + your level on a 

Commitment test, or be frozen for 1d10 x 10 minutes. 

 

 Spectral Ensnarement. Rested. Focus action (upgrades to move action). Summon a howling, 

amorphous mass of angry ghosts who latch onto the target with ectoplasmic hooks. They last for 1 

round per level. They impede any target within your arena or an adjacent arena you identify; instead 

of rolling, they automatically get 6 + your level. Counter-attack is only effective against them if the 

attack can hit incorporeal creatures, through magic or through rolling 10 on the face die. 

 

 Wreath of Souls. Rested. Focus action (upgrades to ranged attack). Make the sign of Gilthred the 

Vile, then a whirling mass of specters surround you. Incoming ranged attacks are -4 to hit, melee and 

unarmed attacks -2 to hit. This lasts for about 12 rounds, a minute. 

 


